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Abstract—One of the major duties of every translator is to use an appropriate method in dealing with culture-specific items (CSIs). In this paper an attempt has been made to study the translation of two Iran tourist guidebooks translated by Oksana Beheshti and Amir Hassan Hakimian from Persian into English in order to analyze the strategies the translators have employed for translating CSIs based on Newmark’s model and then to explore whether most these CSIs are domesticated or foreignized. For this purpose a number of instances which are highly specific cultural references have been collected and the strategies applied by translators have been identified. According to the obtained results, the most abundant strategies used in the translation of these two corpses are Newmark’s transference with the addition of some notes. Therefore, although both domesticating and foreignizing strategies have been used, the most common strategy in the translation of these two tourist guidebooks is foreignization.

Index Terms—culture, culture-specific items (CSIs), domestication and foreignization, tourist guidebooks, translation strategies

I. INTRODUCTION

By knowing the languages alone it is not possible to guarantee the success of translations. According to Newmark (1995, p. 79) “any old fool can learn a language … but it takes an intelligent person to become a translator”. Paluszliwicz-Misiaczek reports Bell (1991) that “apart from an excellent knowledge of both the source and the target language, which comprises vocabulary and word formation, grammar, spelling and pronunciation, the translator also has to possess so-called “sociolinguistic competence”, which helps him to understand the text within its context, to determine its functions and predict who is going to receive it” (Paluszliwicz-Misiaczek, 2005, p. 243-244).

Tourist guidebooks usually include details about a country geographic location and provide some information about its tourist sites, accommodations and sometimes the costumes and culture of its people. Each cultural community has a set of habits, value judgments, classification systems, symbols, ceremonies, etc. which are often peculiar to its nationwide territory. Each word or expression may refer to a concept which is different from one language to another. According to Aixelá CSIs are “those textually actualized items whose function and connotations in a source text involve a translation problem in their transference to a target text, whenever this problem is a product of the nonexistence of the referred item or of its different inter textual status in the cultural system of the readers of the target text” (Aixela, 1996, p. 58). The translation of CSIs in tourism texts constitutes the most serious problem for a translator because he/ she needs to know the source language and the target language well and also get familiar with both cultures. Translators should be able to find a range of possibilities that include all the diversities of translation strategies which can be used to solve the problems of translating CSIs between languages (Maasoum, 2011).

The present descriptive study tries to trace CSIs in translation of two tourism guidebooks and analyze the strategies the translator has employed for translating them into English and did not intend to judge the correctness of translations or appropriateness of the application of translators’ ideological presuppositions. After gathering this data the rendering choices have been noted to show either domestication or foreignization is used in the target texts. Newmark’s classification of CSIs has been adopted as the theoretical framework of this study.

II. CULTURE-SPECIFIC ITEMS (CSIS) IN TRANSLATION

A. The Concept of Culture

Culture is an extremely complex and enormous subject. It has been analyzed by different scholars and translation theorists paid a lot of attention to cross-cultural understanding. A big variety of definitions of the word culture reflect different understanding and different approaches towards this complex concept; however all of them include such
notions as customs, traditions, beliefs, habits, environment, geographical realia, national literature, folklore and religious aspects (Novels, 2012). Newmark defines culture as “the way of life and its manifestations that are peculiar to a community that uses a particular language as its means of expression” (Newmark, 1988). Vermeer states that “language is part of a culture” (Vermeer, 1989).

Cultural differences exist between countries and this is partially caused by different languages that exist in different countries. Communication with someone who speaks a different language, subscribes to different values and belief structures and maintains a different outlook on life, may lead to misunderstanding and miscommunication, which in turn will lead to an undesired reaction and behavior by the receiver or consumer (Bezuidenhout, 1998). It is very important to understand the language of other people to avoid such miscommunications. These statements prove that “language and culture are inseparable, language and culture are intimately linked, language is culture and culture is language” (Risager, 2006). One language cannot express the meanings of another; instead there is a distinction between the meanings built in the SL and the meanings that must be captured and expressed in TL (Thriveni, 2001). In this regard, when people speak different languages it predisposes them to think differently. Therefore, translation is not simply seeking meanings in another language, but finding appropriate ways of saying things in another language. If we consider culture as a complex of beliefs, attitudes, values, and rules which a group of people share, then the writer of the source text assumes the beliefs, attitudes, values, and rules of the audience for which he writes. Therefore we can say every language possesses specific words and phrases for special kinds of culture-specific concepts: events, customs or objects. In order to understand the source text the translator at first needs to understand these attitudes and values and then it is possible to translate them into the TL. To sum up, translation from one language to another cannot be done without knowledge of the two cultures.

B. Culture-specific Items: Definition and Types

According to Newmark translation is a craft consisting in the attempt to replace a written message and/or statement in one language by the same message and/or statement in another language (Newmark, 1981, p. 7). However, with CSIs this often seems to be impossible as the meanings which lie beyond these expressions are always strongly linked to a specific cultural context (Terestyényi, 2011).

It is not always clear which words and expressions should be considered CSIs, even in the literature of translation several names exist for these items: realia, culture-specific items and culturally bound items. In the field of translation studies realia – also culturally-bound, culture-specific expressions – cannot be easily well-defined. They do not mean only objects, but also words that signify concepts that are related to a specific culture (Terestyényi, 2011).

Franco Aixela (1996, p. 58) defines CSIs as “those textually actualized items whose function and connotations in a source text involve a translation problem in their transference to a target text, whenever this problem is a product of the non-existence of the referred item or of its different intertextual status in the cultural system of the readers of the target text”.

Some scholars have classified CSIs into some categories. Newmark (1988, p. 94-95) defines culture as the way of life and its manifestations that are peculiar to a community that uses a particular language as its means of expression. He described five “cultural categories” and their sub-categories that CSIs may come from. Those categories are as follows: 1) Ecology: flora, fauna, hills, winds, plains; 2) Material culture (artifacts): food, clothes, houses and towns, and transport; 3) Social culture: work and leisure; 4) Organizations, customs, activities, procedures, and concepts: political and administrative, religious, and artistic; and 5) Gestures and habits.

Vlahov and Florin speak of realia and categorize these items as follows: 1) Geographical (geographic formations, man-made geographical objects, flora and fauna that is special to a certain place); 2) Ethnographic (food and drink, clothing, places of living, furniture, pots, vehicles, names of occupations and tools); 3) Art and culture (music and dance, musical instruments, feats, games, rituals and their characters); 4) Ethnic (names of people, nicknames); and 5) Socio-political (administrative-territorial units, offices and representatives, ranks, military realia) (Terestyényi, 2011).

III. Translation Strategies for Culture-specific Items

Translators use different methods or strategies to transfer the essence of the original text. According to Venuti’s major work, The Translator’s Invisibility (1995), translation of texts from one culture into another usually requires more than a simple choice of what gets translated or what does not, i.e. it requires a choice between two translation procedures, namely domestication and foreignization (Zare-Behtash, 2009). Domestication means making the text recognizable and familiar and thus bringing the foreign culture closer to that of the readers in the target culture, while foreignization means taking the reader to the foreign culture and making him or her feel the linguistic and cultural differences (Lindfors, 2001). It encourages a translation practice in which traces of the foreign are left as much as possible within the translated text. In any translation project, the initial decision between which procedures to adopt, either a domesticating or a foreignizing one, may affect the whole translation process, leading either to a TT that is easily recognizable and thus readily accessible to the target readership, or to a text that constantly reminds target readers of cultural difference (Zare-Behtash, 2009).

Different scholars have analyzed the strategies and procedures involved in the translation of CSIs, suggesting various classifications of such strategies. One of the pioneers in this field was Newmark. He introduces the following translation
strategies for finding an appropriate equivalence for CSIs: **Transference**: the process of transferring a SL word to a TL text as a translation procedure (Newmark, 1988, p.81). **Naturalization**: succeeds transference and adapts the SL word first to the normal pronunciation, then to the normal morphology of the TL (Newmark, 1988, p.82). **Cultural equivalent**: an approximate translation where a SL cultural word is translated by a TL cultural word (Newmark, 1988, p.82). **Descriptive equivalent**: the translator uses some descriptions to clarify the meaning for his audience. **Functional equivalent**: applied to cultural words, requires the use of a culture-free word, sometimes with a new specific term; it therefore neutralizes or generalizes the SL word (Newmark, 1988, p.83). **Synonymy**: is defined as a near TL equivalent to an SL word in a context, where a precise equivalent may or may not exist. This procedure is used for a SL word where there is no clear one-to-one equivalent (Newmark, 1988, p.84). **Componential analysis**: is defined as comparing a SL word with a TL word which has a similar meaning but is not an obvious one-to-one equivalent, by demonstrating first their common and then their differing sense components. Normally the SL word has more specific meaning than the TL word and the translator has to add one or two TL sense components to the corresponding TL word in order to produce a closer approximation of meaning (Newmark, 1988, p. 114). **Through-translation**: is the literal translation of common collocations, name of organizations, and the components of compounds and perhaps phrases, which is also known as calque or loan translation (Newmark, 1988, p.84). **Shifts or Transpositions**: involves a change in the grammar from SL to TL. The first type of shift occurs when there is a change from singular to plural. The second type of shift is required when an SL grammatical structure does not exist in the TL. Finally the third type of shift is the one where literal translation is grammatically possible but may not accord with the TL (Newmark, 1988, p. 85-86). **Recognized translation**: is the official or the generally accepted translation of any institutional term (Newmkr, 1988, p.89). **Modulation**: in this strategy the translators try to create the message of the SL in the TL in conformity with the current norms of the TL (Maasoum, 2011). In modulation the SL and the TL may be different in terms of perspective (Newmark, 1988, p.88). **Compensation**: is said to occur when loss of meaning, sound-effect, metaphor or pragmatic effect in one part of a sentence is compensated in another part, or in contiguous sentence (Newmark, 1988, p.90). **Paraphrase**: is an amplification or explanation of the meaning of a segment of the text. It is used in an ‘anonymous’ text when it is poorly written, or has important implications or omissions (Newmark, 1988, p.90). **Couplets, Triplet, and Quadruplet**: this strategy occurs when the translator combines two or more than two different procedures for dealing with a single problem. They are particularly common for cultural words, if transference is combined with a functional or a cultural equivalent (Newmark, 1988, p.91). **Notes**: is additional information in a translation. In This strategy the translator should explain the meaning of the word or phrases in the note (Newmark, 1988, p.91).

The classification of procedures in translation of CSIs in the light of domestication and foreignization strategies will be according to table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table I.</th>
<th>TAXANOMIES OF PROCEDURES RELATED TO DOMESTICATION AND FOREIGNIZATION STRATEGIES BY NEWMARK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Domestication</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synonymy</td>
<td>Cultural Equivalence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional Equivalence</td>
<td>Descriptive Equivalence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shifts</td>
<td>Modulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naturalization</td>
<td>Paraphrase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Componential analysis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this study Newmark’s classification is used as the framework to analyze the translation strategies used in translating CSIs. The instances were selected from two tourist guidebooks Travel Guide to Fars and Iran Tourist Guide, and their translations into English by Oksana Beheshti and Amir Hassan Hakimian.

IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

This section is based on collecting CSIs from the two tourist guidebooks and then according to the above mentioned categories they are divided into the following groups: Geographical items, Ethnographic items, Ethic items, and artistic and cultural items.

A. Translation of Geographical Items

According to Newmark (1988) when the translators face the geographical names they should use the method of transference. Geographical names fall into Newmark’s first categorization ecology and also Vlahov and Florin’s first categorization geographical items.

- **Tappeh (hill)** Silak in Kashan
- **The natural landscape of Kavir (desert)** Ghosse wind
- **Qanats (subterranean aqueduct, used as part of the water-supply system in desert regions)**
In these examples the translator transferred the SL words into the TL. For some of the examples the translator used transference with the addition of notes to explain the exact meaning of them.

درخت تثزیشی

Lombardy poplars

is a tree with a dense crown, and narrow oval. The ben has thicker trunk and gradually narrows. Slender branches cover almost the entire length of the shaft. Its scientific name is Populus nigra that means black poplar: large European poplar.

Based on Oxford dictionary, Lombardy poplar is a black poplar of a variety which has a distinctive tall, slender columnar form. It arose as a mutation in Italy and is widely cultivated. It can be the best and “nearest TL equivalent” for درخت تثزیشی in Persian.

This equivalent in English can have the same sense on the reader, so the translator used Newmark’s synonymy to translate this sample.

چزاگاٍ ُای ییلاقی ّ قطلقی

seasonal summer and winter quarters

According to Oxford dictionary winter quarter means “accommodation for the winter, especially for soldiers”. In English means a pasture, the land covered with grass and other low plants suitable for grazing animals, especially cattle or sheep. The nomads in Iran change their pastures according to seasonal changes.

In English the translator used seasonal summer and winter quarters as an equivalent for پای تثزیشی which cannot have the same connotative meaning. So according to Newmark’s statement it is not an “accurate” equivalent for the Persian word. The translator here used Newmark’s cultural equivalence.

The samples show that the most abundant strategy that is used to translate geographical names is Newmark’s transference. However, for translating درخت تثزیشی he used synonymy and for چزاگاٍ ُای ییلاقی ّ قطلقی a cultural equivalence is used. Table II provides the strategies used while translating geographical names into English.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foreignization</th>
<th>Domestication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transference + Note → 3</td>
<td>Cultural Equivalence → 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transference → 1</td>
<td>Synonymy → 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Translation of Ethnographic Items (Food and Drinks, Places of Living, Tools and Furniture)

Food and Drinks

The theorist, Mona Baker, claims that culture “may relate to religious belief, a social custom, or even a type of food” (Baker, 1992). Food is an important part of certain cultures; people from one culture could be suffering from hunger and the desperate need of food, and others can eat whatever they like and as much as they want. The area of food items can be classified into Newmark’s second categorization material culture and Vlahov and Florin’s second categorization ethnographic items.

چلو کباب (درنگ دوکره‌ی کباب) → Chelokabab (steamed rice with grilled lamb or beef)

ابگوشت (پلوخوک گوشت گوشت با حیوانات و سبیل زمینی) → Abgoosht (a soup of lamb, cereals, spices, and potatoes)

فسنجان (غذاهای از گوشت پرندگان، اردک و غذای با مغز گردن و روب آن) → Fesenjan (poultry, especially goose or duck, ground walnut, pomegranate syrup, sugar and spice)

وله (غذاهای گوشتی پیچیده در برادک دار) → Dolmeh (a mixture of meat, vegetables and other materials wrapped in the fresh leaves of grapevine).

دوگ → Doogh (yogurt drink)

هفت سنگ → Haft-sin (the seven S’s)

ساهزه → sabor (apple)

سیکه (زیتون) → serkeh (vinegar)

سنجید (یژنی جات) → senjed (jujube fruit)

سره → sir (garlic)

سمق → somagh (sumac)

سنمور → samanu (a sweet, thick paste made from the juice of crushed grains of green wheat)

سوسا → sohan (famous local sweet).

انواع نان های ایرانی میان‌داده از لواش، کانوی، سهول و پرده → Different kinds of Iranian breads are Sangak, Lavash, Taftoon, and Barberry.

خاکیار → Caviar

The examples show that it was difficult for the translator to translate food items and names of dishes. These items are left in Persian in the English version of the text. In most cases the translator, used additional translations in brackets; in this way the reader can easily understand what the words mean in the source language. For instance the translator used the Persian words in the translation to emphasize the letter م at the first of each word and then brought the meaning of each item in the brackets. And finally in the case of چلکاباب (Chelokabab) Newmark’s strategy of recognized translation is used because the term caviar is “generally accepted” in TT. Table III provides the strategies used for translating food and drinks into English.
TABLE III.

TRANSLATION STRATEGIES USED IN TRANSLATING FOOD AND DRINKS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foreignization</th>
<th>Domestication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transference + Note → 14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transference → 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognized translation → 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Place Names

This section will analyze different strategies were used in translating place names. Place names are the sub-categories of Newmark’s second general categorization which is material culture, since they are kinds of places, housing and towns. And according to Vlahov and Florin these samples can be categorized as ethnographic items (their second category).

- GahvexKhane (coffeehouse)
- eivan (a large vaulted porch opens at one end)
- mihrab (niche or decorative panel in the wall of the mosque, showing to the prayers the direction of qibla (Mecca))
- pavilion called Kolah-farangi (“the European Hat”). (Kolah-farangi: a little garden pavilion)
- Delgosha (“Heart’s Ease”) Garden
- Nazar (“Eye-Catching”) Garden
- khanegah (dervishes’ cloisters)
- howz-khaneh (basement vaulted chamber arranged around a middle pool found in Iranian traditional houses and sometimes other buildings)
- Vakil (Regent’s) Bazaar
- Biruni and andaruni (Biruni: part of the traditional Iranian house allocated for guests and accommodating the reception area, Andaruni: part of the traditional Iranian house reserved for the living quarters of the family)
- Shi-razi-ish (“the town of secrets”) (perhaps the place where the royal archive had been kept before Perspolis was founded)

In these samples Newmark’s strategy of transference is used with the addition of some notes.

- Sar-e Howz-e Aqa bazaar
- Shah Cheragh
- Darb-e-Imamzadeh Bath
- the Tup-Khaneh Square

These samples are the proper names of different places in Iran. Here the translator used Newmark’s transference but he did not give any notes to explain about the meaning of them.

- cloakroom
  - According to Oxford dictionary Cloakroom is a room in a public building where outdoor clothes or luggage may be left.
  - According to Dehkhoda dictionary ضیح ًقزٍ ای (ضی راسی ایص) means رختکی حوام, an area outside the bathroom where people can take off their clothes before going into the bathroom.
  - لختکی حمام is a niche within panjdari a little higher than the ground and usually is for elders and guests.
  - As presented in Oxford dictionary an Alcove is a recess in the wall of a room or garden.
  - ضیح ًقزٍ ای (ضی راسی ایص) silver casket
  - According to Oxford dictionary a Casket is a small ornamental box or chest for holding jewels, letters, or other valuable objects; a coffin.
  - Based on Dehkhoda ضیح ًقزٍ ای (ضی راسی ایص) is the building on the graves of religious leaders.
  - Vakil Water Cistern
  - Based on Oxford dictionary Cistern means a tank for storing water, especially one supplying taps or as part of a flushing toilet.

According to Newmark (1988, p.84) for translation of common collocations, names of organizations, the components of compounds and perhaps phrases the translator can use a literal translation that is known as calque or loan translation.
He prefers the more transparent term *through-translation*. As you can see for translating the compound nouns here the translator used *through-translation*.

From the examples this conclusion can be drawn that the most common strategy used for translating crafts into English is Newmark’s *recognized translation*. In English translation of this word the translator has chosen the term *kilim* which is “generally accepted” in TT. So we have Newmark’s *recognized translation*. The translator also used notes to explain the exact meaning of this item. From the examples this conclusion can be drawn that the most common strategy used for translating crafts into English is Newmark’s *transference* and *notes*. However, some other strategies are used to translate these culture-specific items. Table V provides the strategies that are used while translating crafts into English.

### Tools and Furniture (Crafts)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Persian</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bag</td>
<td>باغ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canopy</td>
<td>مظله</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamp</td>
<td>لامپ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loom</td>
<td>در_letter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosewater sprinkler</td>
<td>بارانسری</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on Oxford dictionary, *loom* is an apparatus for making fabric by weaving yarn or thread. In these three samples the translator used an approximate translation; the SL cultural words are translated by TL cultural words. *Bag, lamp and loom* are not “accurate” equivalents for دار قالیخانه and دار قالیثافی. The strategy used here is Newmark’s *cultural equivalent*. The translator chose a word-for-word translation. The strategy used here is Newmark's *through translation*.

In English translation of this word the translator has chosen the term *kilim* which is “generally accepted” in TT. So we have Newmark’s *recognized translation*. The translator also used notes to explain the exact meaning of this item. From the examples this conclusion can be drawn that the most common strategy used for translating crafts into English is Newmark’s *transference* and *notes*. However, some other strategies are used to translate these culture-specific items. Table V provides the strategies that are used while translating crafts into English.

### C. Translation of Ethic Items (Names and Nicknames)
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In this section the translation strategies used in translating personal names in English versions of the two corpus of this study are examined. All these examples fall into Vlahov and Florin’s fourth categorization Ethnic items (names of people and nicknames).

In all these samples the translator used Newmark’s transference and for some of them provided notes. Social system of a country can be related to its social classes and groups and they can have special names. These names are in group of proper nouns. Therefore the translator tried to transliterate Persian words into English. Table VI provides the strategies that are used while translating personal names into English.

D. Translation of Artistic and Cultural Items (Feasts)

Feasts (holidays and festivals) reflect culture, history, and religious practices of countries. Some holidays are similar to those celebrated throughout many other parts of the world, while others are unique to a country. In this section the translation of some holidays and festivals mentioned in the two corpus of this study will be analyzed. All the examples fall into Newmark’s third categorization Social Culture (leisure) and Vlahov and Florin’s third categorization Art and Culture (feasts).

For Nouruz (“the New Day”), the translator used Newmark’s transference, and for the translation of رقص دستوال he used Newmark’s through translation. Table VII provides the strategies that are used while translating crafts into English.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

It can be clearly seen from the results that the most abundant strategies employed by translators in the process of translating CSIs in the two tourist guidebooks Travel Guide to Fars and Iran Tourist Guide are Newmark’s Transference + Notes (38), and Transference (15) which rank the highest. In some cases the strategies of Through translation (5), Recognized translation (3), Cultural equivalence (9), Descriptive equivalence (1) and Synonymy (1) are used, however, the number of their appearance is not significant. As Newmark (1988) mentions, “Transference is the process of transferring an SL word to a TL text as a translation procedure”. “Transference gives “local color,” keeping cultural names and concepts”. All of this bears witness to the fact that the translators tend to foreignize the cultural elements in these two tourist guidebooks. They tried to preserve the meaning of the SL cultural norms and their foreignness to the TL text and a number of SL cultural words were borrowed and introduced into the TL culture.
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